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Benefits of a circular EU economy
European Union

€600 billion

The Netherlands
€7,3 billion  
54,000 jobs

Sources: EU, Ellen McArthur Foundation, Club of Rome, TNO, WRAP

Sweden
����3% trade 
balance

15,000  jobs

United Kingdom
~€30 billion  

����200,000  jobs

Denmark
���� GDP 0.8–1.4%

7,000-13,000 jobs

Finland
����GDP 0.33-0.66%

15,000  jobs

France
����GDP 0.33-0.66%

100,000  jobs

Spain
����GDP 0.33-0.66%

100,000  jobs
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TNO-report (TNO 2013 R10864)

'Chances for the circular economy in 

The Netherlands'

€ 7.300.000.000 per year

54.000 jobs

OpportunitiesOpportunities
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"The Dutch national government does not produce 

any waste anymore. Chain agreements are made in 

all the purchasing categories 

regarding reuse and recycle. If 

possible this agreements lead 

to financial profit for the 

government. Waste no 

longer costs money, but useful 

materials are a source of income."
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Circular procurementCircular procurement

� Stimulate circular propositions from the market by 

our demand

� Arrange control on reuse after our usage
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Circular procurementCircular procurement

� Performance based and functional

� Three main procurement models:

- product service systems 

- buy-sell back
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IMSA (2015)

19 business

models…



Benefits of circular procurementBenefits of circular procurement

� Closing material loops

� Less waste (sustainable and cheaper)
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� ICLEI | KEITI | UNEP working group

� LIFE | H2020 | SPP Regions | REBUS

� EC AG-GPP | SPP Next

� Own informal networks
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� Gather case studies

� Communicate the insights
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Dissemination = NetworkingDissemination = Networking
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Cuno van Geet
Rijkswaterstaat

cuno.van.geet@rws.nl





Segreteria tecnica 

Fondazione Ecosistemi 

Viale Liegi, 32 00198 Roma

Tel. +39 06/68301407 

Fax +39 06/92912226
email: nina.vetri@fondazionecosistemi.org

Ente capofila 

Città metropolitana di Roma Capitale
Dip.to IV "Tutela e Valorizzazione Ambientale"

Ufficio di Direzione "Promozione dello sviluppo sostenibile"

Via Tiburtina, 695 - 00159 Roma

Tel. 06 6766 3278/3276 - fax 06 6766 3284
email: agenda21@cittametropolitanaroma.gov.it

www.forumcompraverde.it
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Questions and discussion 


